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Overview

● Derivative-free optimisation compared to 
uniform sampling

● Reduced consonant search-space motivated 
by vowel coarticulation

● Investigate automatic speech recognition as a 
means of evaluating intelligibility
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Task of obtaining articulatory movements from 
speech exemplars:
● Model real speech acquisition

○ Understand computational demands

○ Test phonetic assumptions of speech production

● Copy synthesis
○ Reproduce speech with an articulatory synthesiser

○ Speech technology applications
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Background: Motivation 
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Background: Minimal imitative articulatory exploration process  
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Using a 3-dimensional articulatory synthesiser, we tested 
assumptions of a practical and theoretical nature:
● Exploration of articulation space

○ Using Derivative-free optimisation (DFO) compared to Uniform sampling

● Speech production
○ Consonant-vowel coarticulation
○ Articulatory trajectories generated by a simple kinematic model from          

static targets

● Evaluation
○ Use of a standard automatic speech recognition (ASR) system         

during evaluation
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Research questions
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Experimental setup: Overview
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Experimental setup: Articulatory space and speech production



● Using 10k iterations and the best optimisation algorithm
● Significantly better results overall with tied-onset configuration
● Reversed trend in “bead” and “god” may indicate over-constrained 

setting (but not significant in our experiment)
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Results I: Consonant-vowel coarticulation



● Controlled-Random-Search 
(CRS) performed significantly 
better than Uniform sampling 
(RND) with fewer iterations

● Random Forest model-based 
optimisation did not benefit from 
more iterations

● Overall recognition rate using 
ASR exhibited more variation 
but not significantly different to 
listeners in our experiment
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Results II & III: Optimisation algorithms and ASR evaluation



● Using 10k iterations and the CRS optimisation algorithm
● ASR recognition rate lower for bod, bud, did (presumably language model)
● Human recognition rate lower for dad, dead (/b/ vs /d/ confusion)
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Results III: ASR evaluation
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Conclusion

Conclusions Future work

Parameter tying motivated by coarticulation   
has the potential to reduce the search-space 
significantly

Control parameters for velars need further 
investigation (possibly over-constrained)

Controlled-Random-Search and ASR are viable 
tools to speed up exploration and evaluation

Automatically adding codas to form words is 
difficult (recognition rates affected)

Results baseline and implementation guidelines 
for future experiments

Future work will involve learned models and 
possibly incorporate intelligibility as simulated 
objective


